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American Spy Dec 19 2021
“American Spy updates the
espionage thriller with blazing
originality.”—Entertainment
Weekly “There has never been
anything like it.”—Marlon
James, GQ “So much fun . . .
Like the best of John le Carré,
it’s extremely tough to put
down.”—NPR NAMED ONE OF
THE TEN BEST BOOKS OF
THE YEAR BY CHICAGO
TRIBUNE AND ONE OF THE
BEST BOOKS OF THE YEAR
BY The New York Times Book
Review • Time • NPR •
Entertainment Weekly •
Esquire • BuzzFeed • Vulture •
Real Simple • Good
Housekeeping • The New York
Public Library What if your
sense of duty required you to
betray the man you love? It’s

1986, the heart of the Cold
War, and Marie Mitchell is an
intelligence officer with the
FBI. She’s brilliant, but she’s
also a young black woman
working in an old boys’ club.
Her career has stalled out,
she’s overlooked for every
high-profile squad, and her
days are filled with
monotonous paperwork. So
when she’s given the
opportunity to join a shadowy
task force aimed at
undermining Thomas Sankara,
the charismatic revolutionary
president of Burkina Faso
whose Communist ideology has
made him a target for
American intervention, she
says yes. Yes, even though she
secretly admires the work
Sankara is doing for his
country. Yes, even though she
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is still grieving the mysterious
death of her sister, whose
example led Marie to this
career path in the first place.
Yes, even though a furious part
of her suspects she’s being
offered the job because of her
appearance and not her talent.
In the year that follows, Marie
will observe Sankara, seduce
him, and ultimately have a
hand in the coup that will bring
him down. But doing so will
change everything she believes
about what it means to be a
spy, a lover, a sister, and a
good American. Inspired by
true events—Thomas Sankara
is known as “Africa’s Che
Guevara”—American Spy knits
together a gripping spy thriller,
a heartbreaking family drama,
and a passionate romance. This
is a face of the Cold War you’ve
Downloaded from malaysianeye.com on
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never seen before, and it
introduces a powerful new
literary voice. NOMINATED
FOR THE NAACP IMAGE
AWARD • Shortlisted for the
Center for Fiction First Novel
Prize “Spy fiction plus allegory,
and a splash of pan-Africanism.
What could go wrong? As it
happens, very little. Clever,
bracing, darkly funny, and
really, really good.”—Ta-Nehisi
Coates “Inspired by real
events, this espionage thriller
ticks all the right boxes,
delivering a sexually charged
interrogation of both politics
and race.”—Esquire “Echoing
the stoic cynicism of Hurston
and Ellison, and the verve of
Conan Doyle, American Spy
lays our complicities—political,
racial, and sexual—bare.
Packed with unforgettable
characters, it’s a stunning
book, timely as it is
timeless.”—Paul Beatty, Man
Booker Prizewinning author of
The Sellout
Hamnet Apr 30 2020 WINNER
OF THE NATIONAL BOOK
CRITICS CIRCLE AWARD
WINNER OF THE WOMEN'S
PRIZE FOR FICTION NEW
YORK TIMES BESTSELLER
"[An] exceptional winner.... It
expresses something profound
about the human experience
that seems both extraordinarily
current and at the same time,
enduring." --Martha Lane Fox,
Chair of The Women's Prize for
Fiction judges TWO
EXTRAORDINARY PEOPLE. A
LOVE THAT DRAWS THEM
TOGETHER. A PLAGUE THAT
THREATENS TO TEAR THEM
APART. England, 1580. A
young Latin tutor--penniless,
bullied by a violent father--falls
in love with an eccentric young

woman: a wild creature who
walks her family's estate with a
falcon on her shoulder and is
known throughout the
countryside for her unusual
gifts as a healer. Agnes
understands plants and potions
better than she does people,
but once she settles on the
Henley Street in Stratford she
becomes a fiercely protective
mother and a steadfast,
centrifugal force in the life of
her young husband. His gifts as
a writer are just beginning to
awaken when their beloved
twins, Hamnet and Judith, are
afflicted with the bubonic
plague, and, devastatingly, one
of them succumbs to the
illness. A luminous portrait of a
marriage, a shattering
evocation of a family ravaged
by grief and loss, and a
hypnotic recreation of the story
that inspired one of the
greatest literary masterpieces
of all time, Hamnet & Judith is
mesmerizing and seductive, an
impossible-to-put-down novel
from one of our most gifted
writers. Published as Hamnet
in the US and the UK.
Foodservice Operations and
Management: Concepts and
Applications Dec 27 2019
Foodservice Operations &
Management: Concepts and
Applications is written for
Nutrition and Dietetics
students in undergraduate
programs to provide the
knowledge and learning
activities required by ACEND's
2017 Standards in the
following areas: • Management
theories and business
principles required to deliver
programs and services. •
Continuous quality
management of food and
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nutrition services. • Food
science and food systems,
environmental sustainability,
techniques of food preparation
and development and
modification and evaluation of
recipes, menus, and food
products acceptable to diverse
populations. (ACEND
Accreditation Standards for
Nutrition and Dietetics Didactic
Programs, 2017) The textbook
can also be used to meet the
competencies in Unit 3 (Food
Systems Management) and
Unit 5 (Leadership, Business,
Management, and
Organization) in the Future
Education Model for both
bachelor's and graduate degree
programs.
Radical Candor Jul 26 2022
Featuring a new preface,
afterword and Radically Candid
Performance Review Bonus
Chapter, the fully revised &
updated edition of Radical
Candor is packed with even
more guidance to help you
improve your relationships at
work. 'Reading Radical Candor
will help you build, lead, and
inspire teams to do the best
work of their lives.' – Sheryl
Sandberg, author of Lean In. If
you don't have anything nice to
say then don't say anything at
all . . . right? While this advice
may work for home life, as Kim
Scott has seen first hand, it is a
disaster when adopted by
managers in the work place.
Scott earned her stripes as a
highly successful manager at
Google before moving to Apple
where she developed a class on
optimal management. Radical
Candor draws directly on her
experiences at these cutting
edge companies to reveal a
new approach to effective
Downloaded from malaysianeye.com on
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management that delivers huge
success by inspiring teams to
work better together by
embracing fierce
conversations. Radical Candor
is the sweet spot between
managers who are obnoxiously
aggressive on the one side and
ruinously empathetic on the
other. It is about providing
guidance, which involves a mix
of praise as well as criticism –
delivered to produce better
results and help your
employees develop their skills
and increase success. Great
bosses have a strong
relationship with their
employees, and Scott has
identified three simple
principles for building better
relationships with your
employees: make it personal,
get stuff done, and understand
why it matters. Radical Candor
offers a guide to those
bewildered or exhausted by
management, written for
bosses and those who manage
bosses. Drawing on years of
first-hand experience, and
distilled clearly to give
practical advice to the reader,
Radical Candor shows you how
to be successful while retaining
your integrity and humanity.
Radical Candor is the perfect
handbook for those who are
looking to find meaning in their
job and create an environment
where people love both their
work and their colleagues, and
are motivated to strive to ever
greater success.
We Begin at the End Sep 23
2019 *THE THEAKSTON'S
OLD PECULIER CRIME
NOVEL OF THE YEAR 2021*
*WINNER OF THE CWA GOLD
DAGGER FOR BEST CRIME
NOVEL OF THE YEAR*

*WINNER OF THE NED KELLY
INTERNATIONAL AWARD* A
GUARDIAN BEST THRILLER
OF THE YEAR An EXPRESS
BEST THRILLER OF THE
YEAR An i BEST THRILLER OF
THE YEAR A MIRROR BEST
BOOKS OF THE YEAR A
WATERSTONES THRILLER OF
THE MONTH READ THE BOOK
EVERYONE IS CALLING A
MASTERPIECE. 'A beautifully
written mystery, packed with
unforgettable characters' JANE
HARPER 'An accomplished and
moving story of crime,
punishment, love and
redemption' GUARDIAN For
fans of Jane Harper's The Dry
comes a powerful novel about
the lengths we will go to keep
our family safe. This is a story
about good and evil and how
life is lived somewhere in
between. Thirty years ago,
Vincent King became a killer.
Now, he's been released from
prison and is back in his
hometown of Cape Haven,
California. Not everyone is
pleased to see him. Like Star
Radley, his ex-girlfriend, and
sister of the girl he killed.
Duchess Radley, Star's
thirteen-year-old daughter, is
part-carer, part-protector to
her younger brother, Robin and to her deeply troubled
mother. But in trying to protect
Star, Duchess inadvertently
sets off a chain of events that
will have tragic consequences
not only for her family, but also
the whole town. Murder,
revenge, retribution. How far
can we run from the past, when
the past seems doomed to
repeat itself? WHAT PEOPLE
ARE SAYING ABOUT WE
BEGIN AT THE END:
'Magnificent . . . an instant
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classic, a West Coast Where
the Crawdads Sing . . . a
special, vital novel. I'm grateful
to have read it' A J FINN
'Surely destined to conquer the
world' RUTH JONES 'A
magnificent crime novel. It
deserves to win a hatful of
awards. A BIG hat. Consider
me a major fan' MARK
BILLINGHAM 'So beautifully
written' LYNDA LA PLANTE
'Incredible writing, characters
so brilliantly drawn they jump
off the page. Outstanding' BA
PARIS 'I LOVED this book . . .
This is a book to be read and
re-read and an author to be
celebrated' LOUISE PENNY 'A
stunning and heartbreaking
book - will keep you gripped
until the last moving page'
CLAIRE MCGOWAN 'An
exceptionally beautiful and
accomplished crime novel' ALI
LAND 'One of the best books
I've ever read' FIONA
CUMMINS 'An absolute
masterclass in crime writing
and story-telling' JO SPAIN
'One of the year's best crime
reads' VASEEM KHAN 'One of
my favourite books of all time'
M. W. CRAVEN, winner of the
CWA's Gold Dagger Award 'A
masterpiece of storytelling with
clever twists and an ending to
knock you sideways' CANDIS
MAGAZINE 'This heart-rending
story . . . is among the most
powerful and moving I have
read in years' DAILY MAIL
'Cements Whitaker's status as
one of the most talented
authors writing today' HEAT
MAGAZINE 'Masterly novel'
SUNDAY EXPRESS 'A dark yet
painfully human tale that is
impossible to forget' CRIME
MONTHLY 'Beautifully written
and deeply moving' SUNDAY
Downloaded from malaysianeye.com on
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TIMES CRIME CLUB 'A
gorgeous, crystalline novel'
JEANINE CUMMINS, author of
AMERICAN DIRT
'Heartbreaking and profound,
this is my thriller of the year'
MIRROR
My Life as a Book Apr 11 2021
Summer's finally here, and
Derek Fallon is looking forward
to pelting the UPS truck with
water balloons, climbing onto
the garage roof, and
conducting silly investigations.
But when his parents decide to
send him to Learning Camp,
Derek's dreams of fun come to
an end. Ever since he's been
labeled a "reluctant reader,"
his mom has pushed him to
read "real" books-something
other than his beloved Calvin &
Hobbes. As Derek forges
unexpected friendships and
uncovers a family secret
involving himself (in diapers!
no less), he realizes that
adventures and surprises are
around the corner, complete
with curve balls. My Life as a
Book is a 2011 Bank Street Best Children's Book of the
Year.
The Street Jan 28 2020 With a
new introduction by TAYARI
JONES, author of An American
Marriage 'This is a wonderful
novel - the prose is clear, the
plot is page-turning, the
characters are utterly
believable' CHIMAMANDA
NGOZI ADICHIE 'Ann Petry's
first novel, The Street, was a
literary event in 1946, praised
and translated around the
world - the first book by a black
woman to sell more than a
million copies . . . Her work
endures not merely because of
the strength of its message but
its artistry' NEW YORK TIMES

'My favorite type of novel,
literary with an astonishing
plot . . . insightful, prescient
and unputdownable' TAYARI
JONES New York City, 1940s.
In a crumbling tenement in
Harlem, Lutie Johnson is
determined to build a new life
for herself and her eight-yearold boy, Bub - a life that she
can be proud of. Having left
her unreliable husband, Lutie
believes that with hard work
and resolve, she can begin
again; she has faith in the
American dream. But in her
struggle to earn money and
raise her son amid the violence,
poverty and racial dissonance
of her surroundings, Lutie is
soon trapped: she is a woman
alone, 'too good-looking to be
decent', with predators at
every turn.
The Four Winds May 12 2021
"The Bestselling Hardcover
Novel of the Year."--Publishers
Weekly From the number-one
bestselling author of The
Nightingale and The Great
Alone comes a powerful
American epic about love and
heroism and hope, set during
the Great Depression, a time
when the country was in crisis
and at war with itself, when
millions were out of work and
even the land seemed to have
turned against them. “My land
tells its story if you listen. The
story of our family.” Texas,
1921. A time of abundance. The
Great War is over, the bounty
of the land is plentiful, and
America is on the brink of a
new and optimistic era. But for
Elsa Wolcott, deemed too old to
marry in a time when marriage
is a woman’s only option, the
future seems bleak. Until the
night she meets Rafe Martinelli
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and decides to change the
direction of her life. With her
reputation in ruin, there is only
one respectable choice:
marriage to a man she barely
knows. By 1934, the world has
changed; millions are out of
work and drought has
devastated the Great Plains.
Farmers are fighting to keep
their land and their livelihoods
as crops fail and water dries up
and the earth cracks open.
Dust storms roll relentlessly
across the plains. Everything
on the Martinelli farm is dying,
including Elsa’s tenuous
marriage; each day is a
desperate battle against nature
and a fight to keep her children
alive. In this uncertain and
perilous time, Elsa—like so
many of her neighbors—must
make an agonizing choice: fight
for the land she loves or leave
it behind and go west, to
California, in search of a better
life for her family. The Four
Winds is a rich, sweeping novel
that stunningly brings to life
the Great Depression and the
people who lived through
it—the harsh realities that
divided us as a nation and the
enduring battle between the
haves and the have-nots. A
testament to hope, resilience,
and the strength of the human
spirit to survive adversity, The
Four Winds is an indelible
portrait of America and the
American dream, as seen
through the eyes of one
indomitable woman whose
courage and sacrifice will come
to define a generation.
Then She Was Gone Feb 09
2021
Scythe Feb 21 2022 A Time
Best YA Book of All Time
(2021) Two teens must learn
Downloaded from malaysianeye.com on
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the “art of killing” in this Printz
Honor–winning book, the first
in a chilling new series from
Neal Shusterman, author of the
New York Times bestselling
Unwind dystology. A world with
no hunger, no disease, no war,
no misery: humanity has
conquered all those things, and
has even conquered death.
Now Scythes are the only ones
who can end life—and they are
commanded to do so, in order
to keep the size of the
population under control. Citra
and Rowan are chosen to
apprentice to a scythe—a role
that neither wants. These teens
must master the “art” of taking
life, knowing that the
consequence of failure could
mean losing their own. Scythe
is the first novel of a thrilling
new series by National Book
Award–winning author Neal
Shusterman in which Citra and
Rowan learn that a perfect
world comes only with a heavy
price.
Questions and Answers for
Radio Programs, Forums
and Discussion Groups Sep
28 2022
The Turn of the Key Jan 20
2022 INSTANT NEW YORK
TIMES BESTSELLER From the
#1 New York Times bestselling
author of In a Dark, Dark
Wood, The Woman in Cabin 10,
The Lying Game, and The
Death of Mrs. Westaway comes
Ruth Ware’s highly anticipated
fifth novel. When she stumbles
across the ad, she’s looking for
something else completely. But
it seems like too good an
opportunity to miss—a live-in
nannying post, with a
staggeringly generous salary.
And when Rowan Caine arrives
at Heatherbrae House, she is

smitten—by the luxurious
“smart” home fitted out with all
modern conveniences, by the
beautiful Scottish Highlands,
and by this picture-perfect
family. What she doesn’t know
is that she’s stepping into a
nightmare—one that will end
with a child dead and herself in
prison awaiting trial for
murder. Writing to her lawyer
from prison, she struggles to
explain the unravelling events
that led to her incarceration. It
wasn’t just the constant
surveillance from the cameras
installed around the house, or
the malfunctioning technology
that woke the household with
booming music, or turned the
lights off at the worst possible
time. It wasn’t just the girls,
who turned out to be a far cry
from the immaculately behaved
model children she met at her
interview. It wasn’t even the
way she was left alone for
weeks at a time, with no adults
around apart from the
enigmatic handyman, Jack
Grant. It was everything. She
knows she’s made mistakes.
She admits that she lied to
obtain the post, and that her
behavior toward the children
wasn’t always ideal. She’s not
innocent, by any means. But,
she maintains, she’s not
guilty—at least not of murder.
Which means someone else is.
Full of spellbinding menace
and told in Ruth Ware’s
signature suspenseful style,
The Turn of the Key is an
unputdownable thriller from
the Agatha Christie of our time.
Lord of the Flies Nov 18 2021
A plane crashes on a desert
island and the only survivors, a
group of schoolboys, assemble
on the beach and wait to be
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rescued. By day they inhabit a
land of bright fantastic birds
and dark blue seas, but at night
their dreams are haunted by
the image of a terrifying beast.
As the boys' delicate sense of
order fades, so their childish
dreams are transformed into
something more primitive, and
their behaviour starts to take
on a murderous, savage
significance. First published in
1954, Lord of the Flies is one of
the most celebrated and widely
read of modern classics. Now
fully revised and updated, this
educational edition includes
chapter summaries,
comprehension questions,
discussion points, classroom
activities, a biographical profile
of Golding, historical context
relevant to the novel and an
essay on Lord of the Flies by
William Golding entitled
'Fable'. Aimed at Key Stage 3
and 4 students, it also includes
a section on literary theory for
advanced or A-level students.
The educational edition
encourages original and
independent thinking while
guiding the student through
the text - ideal for use in the
classroom and at home.
Looking for Me Sep 16 2021
A Southern novel of family and
antiques from the bestselling
author of the beloved Saving
CeeCee Honeycutt Beth
Hoffman’s bestselling debut,
Saving CeeCee Honeycutt, won
admirers and acclaim with its
heartwarming story and cast of
unforgettable characters. Now
her unique flair for evocative
settings and richly drawn
Southern personalities shines
in her compelling new novel,
Looking for Me. Teddi
Overman found her life’s
Downloaded from malaysianeye.com on
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passion for furniture in a
broken-down chair left on the
side of the road in rural
Kentucky. She learns to turn
other people’s castoffs into
beautifully restored antiques,
and eventually finds a way to
open her own shop in
Charleston. There, Teddi builds
a life for herself as unexpected
and quirky as the customers
who visit her shop. Though
Teddi is surrounded by
remarkable friends and finds
love in the most surprising
way, nothing can alleviate the
haunting uncertainty she’s felt
in the years since her brother
Josh’s mysterious
disappearance. When signs
emerge that Josh might still be
alive, Teddi is drawn home to
Kentucky. It’s a journey that
could help her come to terms
with her shattered family—and
to find herself at last. But first
she must decide what to let go
of and what to keep. Looking
for Me brilliantly melds
together themes of family,
hope, loss, and a mature oncein-a-lifetime kind of love. The
result is a tremendously
moving story that is destined to
make bestselling author Beth
Hoffman a novelist to whom
readers will return again and
again as they have with
Adriana Trigiani, Fannie Flagg,
and Joshilyn Jackson.
Room Dec 07 2020 Kidnapped
as a teenage girl, Ma has been
locked inside a purpose built
room in her captor's garden for
seven years. Her five year old
son, Jack, has no concept of the
world outside and happily
exists inside Room with the
help of Ma's games and his
vivid imagination where objects
like Rug, Lamp and TV are his

only friends. But for Ma the
time has come to escape and
face their biggest challenge to
date: the world outside Room.
Deposition Transcripts from
the Committee Investigation
Into the White House Office
Travel Matter Jul 22 2019
Olive Kitteridge Jun 20 2019
WINNER OF THE PULITZER
PRIZE • THE EMMY
AWARD–WINNING HBO
MINISERIES STARRING
FRANCES MCDORMAND,
RICHARD JENKINS, AND BILL
MURRAY In a voice more
powerful and compassionate
than ever before, New York
Times bestselling author
Elizabeth Strout binds together
thirteen rich, luminous
narratives into a book with the
heft of a novel, through the
presence of one larger-thanlife, unforgettable character:
Olive Kitteridge. At the edge of
the continent, Crosby, Maine,
may seem like nowhere, but
seen through this brilliant
writer’s eyes, it’s in essence
the whole world, and the lives
that are lived there are filled
with all of the grand human
drama–desire, despair,
jealousy, hope, and love. At
times stern, at other times
patient, at times perceptive, at
other times in sad denial, Olive
Kitteridge, a retired
schoolteacher, deplores the
changes in her little town and
in the world at large, but she
doesn’t always recognize the
changes in those around her: a
lounge musician haunted by a
past romance: a former student
who has lost the will to live:
Olive’s own adult child, who
feels tyrannized by her
irrational sensitivities; and
Henry, who finds his loyalty to
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his marriage both a blessing
and a curse. As the
townspeople grapple with their
problems, mild and dire, Olive
is brought to a deeper
understanding of herself and
her life–sometimes painfully,
but always with ruthless
honesty. Olive Kitteridge offers
profound insights into the
human condition–its conflicts,
its tragedies and joys, and the
endurance it requires. NAMED
ONE OF THE BEST BOOK OF
THE YEAR BY People • USA
Today • The Atlantic • The
Washington Post Book World •
Seattle Post-Intelligencer •
Entertainment Weekly • The
Christian Science Monitor •
San Francisco Chronicle •
Salon • San Antonio ExpressNews • Chicago Tribune • The
Wall Street Journal
“Perceptive, deeply empathetic
. . . Olive is the axis around
which these thirteen complex,
relentlessly human narratives
spin themselves into Elizabeth
Strout’s unforgettable novel in
stories.”—O: The Oprah
Magazine “Fiction lovers,
remember this name: Olive
Kitteridge. . . . You’ll never
forget her. . . . [Elizabeth
Strout] constructs her stories
with rich irony and moments of
genuine surprise and intense
emotion. . . . Glorious, powerful
stuff.”—USA Today BONUS:
This edition includes an
excerpt from Elizabeth Strout’s
The Burgess Boys.
White Ivy Jun 13 2021 **A Read
with Jenna Today Show Book
Club Pick** A young woman’s
crush on a privileged former
classmate becomes a story of
love, lies, and dark obsession,
offering stark insights into the
immigrant experience, as it
Downloaded from malaysianeye.com on
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hurtles to its electrifying
ending. Ivy Lin is a thief and a
liar—but you’d never know it
by looking at her. Raised
outside of Boston, Ivy’s
immigrant grandmother relies
on Ivy’s mild appearance for
cover as she teaches her
granddaughter how to pilfer
items from yard sales and
second-hand shops. Thieving
allows Ivy to accumulate the
trappings of a suburban
teen—and, most importantly, to
attract the attention of Gideon
Speyer, the golden boy of a
wealthy political family. But
when Ivy’s mother discovers
her trespasses, punishment is
swift and Ivy is sent to China,
and her dream instantly
evaporates. Years later, Ivy has
grown into a poised yet restless
young woman, haunted by her
conflicting feelings about her
upbringing and her family.
Back in Boston, when Ivy
bumps into Sylvia Speyer,
Gideon’s sister, a reconnection
with Gideon seems not only
inevitable—it feels like fate.
Slowly, Ivy sinks her claws into
Gideon and the entire Speyer
clan by attending fancy
dinners, and weekend
getaways to the cape. But just
as Ivy is about to have
everything she’s ever wanted, a
ghost from her past resurfaces,
threatening the nearly perfect
life she’s worked so hard to
build. Filled with surprising
twists and a nuanced
exploration of class and race,
White Ivy is a glimpse into the
dark side of a woman who
yearns for success at any cost.
The Leavers Jan 08 2021
'Sensational' Guardian 'Utterly
immersive' Daily Mail 'There
was a time I would have called

Lisa Ko's novel beautifully
written, ambitious and moving,
and all of that is true, but it's
more than that now: if you
want to understand a forgotten
and essential part of the world
we live in, The Leavers is
required reading' Ann Patchett,
author of Commonwealth One
morning, Deming Guo's
mother, Polly, an
undocumented Chinese
immigrant, goes to her job at a
nail salon and never comes
home. No one can find any
trace of her. With his mother
gone, eleven-year-old Deming
is left mystified and bereft.
Eventually adopted by a pair of
well-meaning white professors,
Deming is moved from the
Bronx to a small town upstate
and renamed Daniel Wilkinson.
But far from all he's ever
known, Daniel struggles to
reconcile his adoptive parents'
desire that he assimilate with
his memories of his mother and
the community he left behind.
Set in New York and China,
The Leavers is a vivid
examination of borders and
belonging. It's a moving story
of how a boy comes into his
own when everything he loves
is taken away, and how a
mother learns to live with the
mistakes of the past. 'As
relevant as ever as the future
of immigrants in America
hangs in the balance' TIME 'A
rich, multifaceted portrait of
displacement and the trauma of
not belonging' Independent
'One of the most engaging,
deeply probing, and beautiful
books I have read this year'
Laila Lalami, author of The
Moor's Account 'Instantly
compelling' Stylist 'A mustread' Marie Claire FINALIST
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for the NATIONAL BOOK
AWARD FOR FICTION 2017
WINNER OF THE 2016
PEN/BELLWETHER PRIZE
FOR FICTION NAMED ONE
OF THE BEST BOOKS OF 2017
BY OPRAH, NPR, BUZZFEED
AND HUFFINGTON POST
The Light Between Oceans
Apr 23 2022 "A novel set on a
remote Australian island,
where a childless couple live
quietly running a lighthouse,
until a boat carrying a baby
washes ashore"-Everything I Never Told You
Jun 25 2022 'There is much
here that might impress
Pulitzer and Man Booker
judges...Ng brilliantly depicts
the destruction that parents
can inflict on their children and
on each other' Mark Lawson,
Guardian Lydia is the favourite
child of Marilyn and James Lee;
a girl who inherited her
mother's bright blue eyes and
her father's jet-black hair. Her
parents are determined that
Lydia will fulfill the dreams
they were unable to pursue - in
Marilyn's case that her
daughter become a doctor
rather than a homemaker, in
James's case that Lydia be
popular at school, a girl with a
busy social life and the centre
of every party. But Lydia is
under pressures that have
nothing to do with growing up
in 1970s small town Ohio. Her
father is an American born of
first-generation Chinese
immigrants, and his ethnicity,
and hers, make them
conspicuous in any setting.
When Lydia's body is found in
the local lake, James is
consumed by guilt and sets out
on a reckless path that may
destroy his marriage. Marilyn,
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devastated and vengeful, is
determined to make someone
accountable, no matter what
the cost. Lydia's older brother,
Nathan, is convinced that local
bad boy Jack is somehow
involved. But it's the youngest
in the family - Hannah - who
observes far more than anyone
realises and who may be the
only one who knows what
really happened. And if you
loved Everything I Never Told
You, don't miss Celeste Ng's
second novel Little Fires
Eveywhere What readers are
saying: 'Devastating...A truly
tragic but devastatingly well
written book' 'Ng is a true
craftsman. I implore you to
read this. Also my favourite
ending of a novel so far this
year' 'This is the best book I
have read this year' 'Really
enjoyed this book, deeply
moving, sad and thought
provoking'
Echocardiography Board
Review Aug 23 2019 Obtaining
an echocardiogram is a
complex procedure with a need
for constant enhancement and
improvement of skills in the
area for both ultrasound
technician and physician.
Owing to the increasing
complexity of the
echocardiogram and its
interpretation, upon which
patient care heavily relies,
various professional bodies
have been introducing
competency exams. This unique
book has been designed to
assist new trainees as well as
more experienced technicians
and physicians in preparing for
competency exams for
certification purposes. It
provides easy-to-use revision
material in the form of

multiple-choice questions with
clearly explained answers.
Unique approach to
echocardiography in a question
and answer format; the
questions are predominantly
case studies Features 400
questions with answers and
explanations. The scope of the
questions in the book is broad,
including areas such as applied
ultrasound physics,
haemodynamics, valvular
problems, ischaemic heart
disease, congenital heart
diseases, intraoperative or
surgical echocardiography,
pericardial diseases and
cardiac masses. Excellent for
test preparation Easy to read
and understand Complements
standard textbook reading
Written by experienced
academic echocardiographers
involved in teaching
echocardiography every day
Over 200 still images enhance
the learning process
Complete International Law
Nov 06 2020 Includes
bibliographical references and
index.
VIP: I'm With the Band Aug 15
2021 Twelve-year-old
Mackenzie "Mac" Lowell's
dreams have come true.
Thanks to her mom scoring the
coolest job EVER, Mac is going
from boy band fanatic to
official tour member of her
favorite group, Perfect Storm.
Good thing she's brought along
her journal so she can record
every moment, every breath,
and every one of lead singer
Zander Welling's killer smiles
in written detail and
daydreamy doodles. But
between a zillion tour stops
and pranks gone wrong,
Zander and his fellow band
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members, Heath Holland and
Kyle Beyer, become more like
brothers to Mac. When the
boys' differences start to drive
them apart, can Perfect
Storm's biggest fan remind
them why they'reperfect
together? It'll be up to Mac-and her comic-book alter ego,
Mac Attack--to keep the band
together and on the road to
stardom Chronicling her
experiences on tour, Mac's
journal springs to life with
black-and-white illustrations
and comic-book panels
throughout its pages.
The Book of Two Ways Mar
30 2020 #1 NEW YORK TIMES
BESTSELLER • From the
author of Small Great Things
and A Spark of Light comes a
“powerful” (The Washington
Post) novel about the choices
that alter the course of our
lives. NAMED ONE OF THE
BEST BOOKS OF THE YEAR
BY MARIE CLAIRE Everything
changes in a single moment for
Dawn Edelstein. She’s on a
plane when the flight attendant
makes an announcement:
Prepare for a crash landing.
She braces herself as thoughts
flash through her mind. The
shocking thing is, the thoughts
are not of her husband but of a
man she last saw fifteen years
ago: Wyatt Armstrong. Dawn,
miraculously, survives the
crash, but so do all the doubts
that have suddenly been raised.
She has led a good life. Back in
Boston, there is her husband,
Brian, their beloved daughter,
and her work as a death doula,
in which she helps ease the
transition between life and
death for her clients. But
somewhere in Egypt is Wyatt
Armstrong, who works as an
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archaeologist unearthing
ancient burial sites, a career
Dawn once studied for but was
forced to abandon when life
suddenly intervened. And now,
when it seems that fate is
offering her second chances,
she is not as sure of the choice
she once made. After the crash
landing, the airline ensures
that the survivors are seen by a
doctor, then offers
transportation to wherever
they want to go. The obvious
destination is to fly home, but
she could take another path:
return to the archaeological
site she left years before,
reconnect with Wyatt and their
unresolved history, and maybe
even complete her research on
The Book of Two Ways—the
first known map of the afterlife.
As the story unfolds, Dawn’s
two possible futures unspool
side by side, as do the secrets
and doubts long buried with
them. Dawn must confront the
questions she’s never truly
asked: What does a life well
lived look like? When we leave
this earth, what do we leave
behind? Do we make choices . .
. or do our choices make us?
And who would you be if you
hadn’t turned out to be the
person you are right now?
Klara and the Sun May 24
2022 Longlisted for the Booker
Prize 2021 The #1 Sunday
Times Bestseller Featured in
Barack Obama's Summer
Reading List 2021 'This is a
novel for fans of Never Let Me
Go . . . tender, touching and
true.' The Times 'The Sun
always has ways to reach us.'
From her place in the store,
Klara, an Artificial Friend with
outstanding observational
qualities, watches carefully the

behaviour of those who come in
to browse, and of those who
pass in the street outside. She
remains hopeful a customer
will soon choose her, but when
the possibility emerges that her
circumstances may change for
ever, Klara is warned not to
invest too much in the
promises of humans. In Klara
and the Sun, his first novel
since winning the Nobel Prize
in Literature, Kazuo Ishiguro
looks at our rapidly-changing
modern world through the eyes
of an unforgettable narrator to
explore a fundamental
question: what does it mean to
love? 'Beautiful' Guardian
'Flawless' The Times
'Devastating' FT 'Another
masterpiece' Observer
Finding Freedom Oct 17 2021
**New York Times Bestseller**
From Erin French, owner of the
critically acclaimed The Lost
Kitchen, a TIME world dining
destination, a life-affirming
memoir about survival,
renewal, and finding a
community to lift her up Long
before The Lost Kitchen
became a world dining
destination with every seating
filled the day the reservation
book opens each spring, Erin
French was a girl roaming
barefoot on a 25-acre farm, a
teenager falling in love with
food while working the line at
her dad’s diner and a young
woman finding her calling as a
professional chef at her tiny
restaurant tucked into a 19th
century mill. This singular
memoir—a classic American
story—invites readers to Erin's
corner of her beloved Maine to
share the real person behind
the “girl from Freedom”
fairytale, and the not-so-
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picture-perfect struggles that
have taken every ounce of her
strength to overcome, and that
make Erin’s life triumphant. In
Finding Freedom, Erin opens
up to the challenges, stumbles,
and victories that have led her
to the exact place she was ever
meant to be, telling stories of
multiple rock-bottoms, of
darkness and anxiety, of
survival as a jobless single
mother, of pills that promised
release but delivered addiction,
of a man who seemed to offer
salvation but in the end ripped
away her very sense of self.
And of the beautiful son who
was her guiding light as she
slowly rebuilt her personal and
culinary life around the solace
she found in food—as a source
of comfort, a sense of place, as
a way of bringing goodness into
the world. Erin’s experiences
with deep loss and abiding
hope, told with both honesty
and humor, will resonate with
women everywhere who are
determined to find their voices,
create community, grow
stronger and discover their
best-selves despite seemingly
impossible odds. Set against
the backdrop of rural Maine
and its lushly intense, bountiful
seasons, Erin reveals the
passion and courage needed to
invent oneself anew, and the
poignant, timeless connections
between food and generosity,
renewal and freedom.
Flight of the Puffin Aug 27
2022 One small act of kindness
ripples out to connect four kids
in this stirring novel by the
author of the beloved The
Benefits of Being an Octopus.
Libby comes from a long line of
bullies. She wants to be
different, but sometimes that
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doesn’t work out. To bolster
herself, she makes a card with
the message You are amazing.
That card sets off a chain
reaction that ends up making a
difference in the lives of some
kids who could also use a
boost—be it from dealing with
bullies, unaccepting families,
or the hole that grief leaves.
Receiving an encouraging
message helps each kid
summon up the thing they need
most, whether it’s bravery,
empathy, or understanding.
Because it helps them realize
they matter—and that they're
not flying solo anymore.
The Economic Problem Oct 25
2019
Abide With Me Jul 14 2021
From the Man Booker Prize
Longlisted author of My Name
is Lucy Barton Katherine is
only five-years-old. Struck
dumb with grief at her
mother's death, it is down to
her father, the heartbroken
minister Tyler Caskey, to bring
his daughter out of silence she
has observed in the wake of the
family's tragedy. But Tyler
Caskey is barely surviving
himself. His cold, churchassigned home is colder still
since Lauren's death, and he
struggles to find the right
words for his sermons;
struggles to be a leader to his
congregation when he himself
is lost. When Katherine's
schoolteacher calls to discuss
his daughter's anti-social
behaviour, it sparks a chain of
events that begins to tear down
Tyler's defences. The smalltown rumour-mill has much to
make of Katherine's odd
behaviour, and even more to
say about Tyler's relationship
with his housekeeper, Connie

Hatch. And in Tyler's darkest
hour, a startling discovery will
test his congregation's
humanity - and his own will to
endure the kinds of trials that
sooner or later test us all. From
the Orange Prize-shortlisted
author of Amy & Isabelle, this
is a startlingly beautiful novel
about love and abandonment,
faith and hypocrisy; and the
peril of family secrets…
Little Fires Everywhere Jun
01 2020 NOW A MAJOR TV
SERIES ON AMAZON PRIME
'Just read it . . . Outstanding'
Matt Haig 'To say I love this
book is an understatement . . .
It moved me to tears' Reese
Witherspoon 'Beautifully
written, completely charming,
and extremely wise on the
subject of adolescence and
influence' Nick Hornby
Everyone in Shaker Heights
was talking about it that
summer: how Isabelle, the last
of the Richardson children, had
finally gone around the bend
and burned the house down. In
Shaker Heights, a placid,
progressive suburb of
Cleveland, everything is
meticulously planned - from the
layout of the winding roads, to
the colours of the houses, to
the successful lives its
residents will go on to lead.
And no one embodies this spirit
more than Elena Richardson,
whose guiding principle is
playing by the rules. Enter Mia
Warren - an enigmatic artist
and single mother- who arrives
in this idyllic bubble with her
teenage daughter Pearl, and
rents a house from the
Richardsons. Soon Mia and
Pearl become more than just
tenants: all four Richardson
children are drawn to the
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mother-daughter pair. But Mia
carries with her a mysterious
past, and a disregard for the
rules that threatens to upend
this carefully ordered
community. When old family
friends attempt to adopt a
Chinese-American baby, a
custody battle erupts that
dramatically divides the town and puts Mia and Elena on
opposing sides. Suspicious of
Mia and her motives, Elena is
determined to uncover the
secrets in Mia's past. But her
obsession will come at an
unexpected and devastating
cost . . .
Middlesex Mar 10 2021 In the
spring of 1974, Calliope
Stephanides, a student at a
girl's school in Grosse Pointe,
Michigan, finds herself drawn
to a chain-smoking, strawberryblonde classmate with a gift for
acting. The passion that
furtively develops between
them, as well as Callie's failure
to develop, leads Callie to
suspect that she is not like
other girls. In fact, she is not a
girl at all; due to a rare genetic
mutation Callie is part girl, part
boy.
The Story of Alice Oct 05
2020 Drawing on numerous
unpublished sources, the
author examines the peculiar
friendship between Oxford
mathematician Lewis Carroll
and Alice Liddell, the child for
whom he invented the Alice
stories, and analyzes how this
relationship stirred Carroll's
imagination and influenced the
creation of Wonderland.
How the Trading Floor Really
Works Oct 29 2022 A detailed
look at what really happens in
the front office of an
investment bank and why
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Trading floors have always
fascinated people, but few
understand the role they play
in the world of finance today.
Though markets rise and fall
every day, the drivers of those
are rarely explored. Those who
understand the dynamics of
trading floors will better
understand the dynamics of
global financial markets. This
book reveals the key players on
the floor, their roles and
responsibilities, how they serve
their clients, and how it all
impacts the markets. It also
explains important
terminology, explains the world
of trading both cash and
derivatives, and much more.
Includes a foreword by Gillian
Tett, author of Fool's Gold:
How Unrestrained Greed
Corrupted a Dream, Shattered
Global Markets and Unleashed
a Catastrophe. Terri Duhon
(www.terriduhon.co) is a
financial market expert who in
2004 founded B&B Structured
Finance Ltd, which provides
expert consulting and financial
markets training . Her time on
the trading floor has been
documented in the book Fool's
Gold as well as by PBS's
Frontline.
The Last Thing He Told Me
Mar 22 2022 *** OVER A
MILLION COPIES SOLD ***
***THE RICHARD & JUDY
BOOK CLUB PICK*** *** THE
NO.1 NEW YORK TIMES
BESTSELLER *** *** SOON TO
BE A MAJOR TV SERIES
STARRING JENNIFER
GARNER ***
________________________________
_______ IT WAS THE LAST
THING HE TOLD ME:
PROTECT HER Before Owen
Michaels disappears, he

manages to smuggle a note to
his new wife, Hannah: protect
her. Hannah knows exactly who
Owen needs her to protect - his
teenage daughter, Bailey, who
lost her mother tragically as a
child. And who wants
absolutely nothing to do with
her new stepmother. As her
desperate calls to Owen go
unanswered, his boss is
arrested for fraud and the
police start questioning her,
Hannah realises that her
husband isn't who he said he
was. And that Bailey might hold
the key to discovering Owen's
true identity, and why he
disappeared. Together they set
out to discover the truth. But
as they start putting together
the pieces of Owen's past, they
soon realise that their lives will
never be the same again...
Queenie Feb 27 2020 ONE OF
TIME’S 100 BEST BOOKS OF
THE YEAR ONE OF NPR’S
BEST BOOKS OF 2019 NAMED
ONE OF THE MOST
ANTICIPATED BOOKS OF 2019
BY WOMAN’S DAY, NEWSDAY,
PUBLISHERS WEEKLY,
BUSTLE, AND BOOK RIOT!
“[B]rilliant, timely, funny,
heartbreaking.” —Jojo Moyes,
#1 New York Times bestselling
author of Me Before You
Bridget Jones’s Diary meets
Americanah in this disarmingly
honest, boldly political, and
truly inclusive novel that will
speak to anyone who has gone
looking for love and found
something very different in its
place. Queenie Jenkins is a
twenty-five-year-old Jamaican
British woman living in London,
straddling two cultures and
slotting neatly into neither. She
works at a national newspaper,
where she’s constantly forced
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to compare herself to her white
middle class peers. After a
messy break up from her longterm white boyfriend, Queenie
seeks comfort in all the wrong
places…including several
hazardous men who do a good
job of occupying brain space
and a bad job of affirming selfworth. As Queenie careens
from one questionable decision
to another, she finds herself
wondering, “What are you
doing? Why are you doing it?
Who do you want to be?”—all of
the questions today’s woman
must face in a world trying to
answer them for her. With
“fresh and honest” (Jojo Moyes)
prose, Queenie is a remarkably
relatable exploration of what it
means to be a modern woman
searching for meaning in
today’s world.
Say Nothing: A True Story
Of Murder and Memory In
Northern Ireland Nov 25
2019 WINNER OF THE
ORWELL PRIZE FOR
POLITICAL WRITING 2019 A
BARACK OBAMA BEST BOOK
OF 2019 SHORTLISTED FOR
THE NATIONAL BOOK AWARD
FOR NONFICTION 2019
TIME’s #1 Best Nonfiction
Book of 2019 A NEW YORK
TIMES BESTSELLER ‘A must
read’ Gillian Flynn
Mary Underwater Sep 04 2020
Now in paperback, inspired by
Joan of Arc, a girl builds a
submarine and pilots it across
the Chesapeake Bay to escape
her abusive father in this
gorgeous middle-grade debut
Mary Murphy feels like she’s
drowning. Her violent father is
home from prison, and the
social worker is suspicious of
her new bruises. An aunt she’s
never met keeps calling. And if
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she can’t get a good grade on
her science project, she’ll fail
her favorite class. But Mary
doesn’t want to be a victim
anymore. She has a plan: build
a real submarine, like the
model she’s been making with
Kip Dwyer, the secretly sweet
class clown. Gaining courage
from her heroine, Joan of Arc,
Mary vows to pilot a sub across
the Chesapeake Bay, risking
her life in a modern crusade to
save herself. Mary Underwater
is an empowering tale of
persistence, heroism, and hope
from a luminous new voice in
middle-grade fiction.
The Wish Jul 02 2020 What if
the person you needed most,
turned up when you least
expected them? The
international #1 bestselling
author of The Notebook,
Nicholas Sparks is back with
his most epic story yet Maggie
hasn't told this story in years.
More than two decades ago,
she fell in love. She was sixteen
and far from home, waiting to
give her baby up for adoption.
Bryce showed Maggie how to
take photographs and he didn't
judge her for the way her belly
swelled under her jumper. They
had the perfect first kiss.
Theirs was a once-in-a-lifetime
kind of love. Now, as Maggie
sits by the Christmas tree in
her gallery telling her story,

surrounded by the photographs
that made her famous - the
photographs Bryce never saw her new gallery assistant asks
her a question. If she had one
wish, what would she wish for
this Christmas? Maggie always
thought she knew the answer
to that question. But before she
can say 'I'd go back to that
winter with Bryce', she stops
herself. It is all she has ever
wanted but suddenly here, on
this dark night under the
twinkling stars, there is
something else she wants. She
wants to find her baby. A heartwrenching and uplifting story
about discovery and loss, The
Wish is a reminder that time
with those precious to us is the
greatest gift of all. * Praise for
Nicholas Sparks: 'This one
won't leave a dry eye' Daily
Mirror 'A fiercely romantic and
touching tale' Heat 'An A-grade
romantic read' OK! 'Pulls at the
heartstrings' Sunday Times 'An
absorbing page-turner' Daily
Mail
Where the Crawdads Sing Aug
03 2020 OVER 12 MILLION
COPIES SOLD WORLDWIDE
SOON TO BE A MAJOR
MOTION PICTURE A NUMBER
ONE NEW YORK TIMES
BESTSELLER 'Painfully
beautiful' New York Times
'Unforgettable . . . as
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engrossing as it is moving'
Daily Mail 'A rare achievement'
The Times 'I can't even express
how much I love this book!'
Reese Witherspoon ------------------------------------------------ For years,
rumours of the 'Marsh Girl'
have haunted Barkley Cove, a
quiet town on the North
Carolina coast. So in late 1969,
when handsome Chase
Andrews is found dead, the
locals immediately suspect Kya
Clark, the so-called Marsh Girl.
But Kya is not what they say.
Sensitive and intelligent, she
has survived for years alone in
the marsh that she calls home,
finding friends in the gulls and
lessons in the sand. Then the
time comes when she yearns to
be touched and loved. When
two young men from town
become intrigued by her wild
beauty, Kya opens herself to a
new life - until the unthinkable
happens. ------------------------------------------------ '[It] will reach a
huge audience though the
writer's old-fashioned talents
for compelling character,
plotting and landscape
description' Guardian 'For
sheer escapism pick up Where
the Crawdads Sing . . . there is
writing that takes your breath
away' The Times 'All is not as it
seems in this heartbreaking
coming-of-age bestseller' i
newspaper
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